
RYE YMCA 
ADVENTURE GUIDES 

WHERE OUR CHILDREN END UP DEPENDS ON WHERE THEY START 
 

ROOTS 
Traces of the original Adventure Guides program dates back to 1926 when a YMCA in St. Louis first started a father and son 
initiative called “Indian Guides” in response to the connection a father has with his son.  Since that day, the program has 
evolved to meet the needs of our present day families.      
 

OUR PHILOSOPHY 
At the Rye YMCA we have chosen to focus on fostering the companionship between father* and child (male or female).  *Since 
not all children have a father, this role can also be filled by another adult male role model who is important in that child’s life.  
Fathers are permitted to have more than one child participate in the program.   
 

PROGRAM BASICS 
SEASON & AGE 
Adventure Guides is a school-year program with meetings and events taking place between the months of September through 
June.  To be eligible, children must be enrolled in 1st through 4th grade.   
CIRCLES  
All members of Adventure Guides belong to a “Circle”.  The Circle provides structure and support, while inspiring devotion and 
interdependence of one another.  Each Circle creates their own identity through a unique name, ritual, song or other 
community bond.  Leadership of the Circle is shared between each father, giving each child the opportunity to see their father 
as a caregiver, community leader, boundary-setter, teacher, and friend.  Circles meet 1-2 times per month, in one-another’s 
homes.  These regular meetings give each family the opportunity to feel involved and connected through opening 
songs/thoughts, traditions, family roll-call, sharing, story-telling and planning.   
ADVENTURES 
Circles plan their own “Adventures” which can range from anything like going hiking, walking in a parade, family swim at the Y, 
visiting the local fire station, going to a baseball game, or hosting a coat drive.  All Adventures are driven by the four Compass 
Points below.      
EXPEDITIONS 
When all Circles come together, it is an Expedition.  Expeditions are usually held 1-2 times per year and consist of a larger 
event or gathering like a weekend camping trip.   
 

COMPASS POINTS 
Compass Points give members a sense of direction and inspiration for Adventures and Expeditions.  The four main Compass 
Points are outlined below: 

• Family: the family is “true north” 
• Nature: being outdoors, experiencing our natural world and being good stewards are integral 
• Community: the spirit of belonging is experienced through each Circle 
• Fun: enjoying one another and having fun is a crucial component 

 

THE 7 AIMS OF ADVENTURE GUIDES 
1. To be clean in body and pure in heart. 
2. To be friends forever with my dad. 
3. To love the sacred circle of my family. 
4. To listen while others speak. 
5. To love my neighbor as myself. 
6. To respect the traditions and beliefs of all people. 
7. To seek and preserve the beauty of the natural world. 

 
Interested in our Adventure Guides program?  Please contact:  

Hillary Southard - Camp, Teen & Family Director, Rye YMCA 
hillary@ryeymca.org       914.967.6363  x103 


